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From LynBrown.com 

Here’s a Pretty, Quick Tablerunner  

to show of one beautiful fabric! 

You only need a 12 1/2” square of a scenic fabric and 

some (9) coordinating 2 1/2” strips to complete this 

wonderful piece.  Then have at it! 

Practice your machine quilting skills! 
 

Cutting: 
1 Scenic Fabric 12 1/2” Square 

3 Mediums and 3 Darks One Strip of Each  - 2 1/2" x WoF 

(Width of Fabric) 

Binding:  3 ea. 2 1/2” WoF Strips 
 
 

Assembly: 
1.  Lay out the strips alternating mediums and darks.  Stitch together as laid 

out to make a strip set 12 1/2" x WoF". 

2.  Fold the strip set bringing the long edge of the bottom dark to meet the 

top medium and stitch RST forming a tube. 

3.  Cut the tube into 2 1/2" loops. Cut 12 loops. 

4.  Find the top medium square of the first loop and unsew the seam between it 

and what was the bottom dark square. On the next loop, unsew the seam be-

tween that dark and the adjacent medium. Lay the strips next to each other and 

you'll see the pattern starting to form. 

5. Work your way through the loops, unstitching on each the next progressive 

seam then laying the strip along side the last. 

6.  When 6 strips are laid out and the pattern has been checked, stitch the strips 

together to form the 36 Patch block.  Block should measure 12 1/2” square.  

Make a second 36 Patch block in the same way with 6 remaining loops 

(Repeating Steps 4-6). 

7.  Stitch a 36 Patch on one side of the Scenic Square.  Add another 36 Patch to 

opposite side, watching orientation as shown. 

8.  Layer with Backing and Batting. 

9.  Quilt as desired.  Have some fun.  Increase your Free Motion Quilting Skills! 

10.  Bind with 2 1/2” Strips. 
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Sew Strips Together 

Stitch into Tube, Cut Tube Into Loops 

Unsew Loops To Form Strips 

Stitch Strips Into Block 


